skill set
easy peasy
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Galactic
Earrings

Cosmic Sparkle and Movement

Design by: Katie Hill
Supplies
2
2
2
2
8
2

SF French Hoop Ear Wire
(90-8320-10)
5 Rings Link (94-3211-61)
4 Rings Link (94-3212-61)
3 Rings Link (94-3213-61)
5x3.5mm Oval Jump Ring
(01-0019-61)
3x2mm Oval Jump Ring
(01-0016-61)

Instructions
TIP: The jump rings at the top are
optional. If you like, don’t turn the earwire loops and attach your ear wires
directly to the 4 Rings Link instead.
1.

Grasp the hoop of one earwire

Required Tools

Finished Size

Chain nose pliers (2)

3 inches

3. Use one large oval jump ring to

Watch our technique videos

attach the right 3 Rings loop to the

in the DIY section of our blog

bottom right 5 Rings loop. Use a

(look for video on Opening

second jump ring to attach the left

and Closing Jump Rings).

loops.

TierraCast.com/blog/tag/diy

4. Use one large oval jump ring to

with a pair of pliers just above

attach the center top 5 Rings loop

the small loop, holding both sides

to the right bottom 4 Rings loop.

of the hoop in the jaws. Hold

Use a second jump ring to attach

firmly while using the second pair

the center loop to the left bottom 4

of pliers to turn the small loop

Rings loop.

perpendicular to the hoop. Repeat
with second earwire. Set aside.
2. Place the 3 Rings link on your
work surface, large center loop
down. Place the 5 Rings link
above it, turning it so the loops
line up as desired. Repeat with
the 4 Rings link above the 5
Rings link.

www.tierracast.com

5. Use one small oval jump ring to
attach one ear wire to the larger
loop at the top of the 4 Rings link.
6. Repeat Steps 2-5 for second
earring.

